
CLIMATE NEWS

● Seesaw Precipitation Since Last Fall

○ Historic October Atmospheric River
○ Dry November
○ Big December Snows
○ Very Dry January

● Current Water Situation

● Outlook: What’s Next?

● Notable Event:  Eruption in Tonga
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Historic October Atmospheric River
● 2.91 inches of rainfall at the Reno airport on 

the 24th-25th
○ 3rd highest 2-day total since 1893 at the 

Reno climate station. ~40% of average water 
yearly precipitation in two days!

● All-time record rainfall for October at Reno – 

3.14 inches.

● All-time record precipitation for October at 

Tahoe City – 9.86 inches
○ 7.54 inches on the 24th-25th

● Major river rises but only minimal flooding 

despite historically high (for October) 

rainfall. Key mitigating factors…
○ Little or no snowpack
○ Very dry soils absorbed substantial water
○ Transition to snow towards the end of the 

storm also kept larger stream rises in check
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Dry November
● Low pressure off the West 

Coast during the first 9 days 

of the month brought the 

bulk of precipitation

● A stubborn ridge of high 

pressure (red oval) set up 

for the last 3 weeks of the 

month.

● NO SNOW at Tahoe City
○ Snowfall of 2” or less in 

November has occurred 
~25% of the time since 
1909.
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Image (above) source: 
https://hprcc.unl.edu/maps.php?map=ACISClimateMaps

https://hprcc.unl.edu/maps.php?map=ACISClimateMaps


Big December Snows
● Most areas well above average precipitation

● Tahoe City: From NO SNOW in November to the 

3rd highest snowfall (105”) in December since 

1909

● Several events with multiple feet of snowfall for 

the Sierra and portions of northeast CA

● Notable snows in the Reno-Sparks, Carson City, 

and Minden-Gardnerville areas
○ December 13-14: ~1-3” along and east of 395 and 

~3-8” west of 395
○ December 25-26: ~3-8” with close to a foot 

Verdi/Somersett areas
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Big December Snows: Snowpack
● After high pressure blocked heavier events early in the 

month (red oval), a large-scale trough shifted to the West 

(blue oval) for multiple periods of heavier precipitation

● Basin averaged snow water equivalent/snowpack jumped 

from 35% or less of median after the first week of the 

month to over 200% by late in the month!
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Very Dry January
bonus: a windy start!

● Strong low pressure moved into the Pacific 

Northwest on the 3rd-4th 
○ Northeast CA only light precipitation with little 

or no precipitation in western NV

● Winds gusted 60-95 mph along                        

between Susanville and Washoe Valley
○ Overturned truck I-580 caused closure evening of 

the 3rd into morning of the 4th
○ Blowing snow with poor visibility Washoe Valley 

caused commute delays 

● Power outages
○ 5000 customers Reno (North Valleys)
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Very Dry January
● Thanks to the huge December snows, snowpack 

has still only fallen to near or slightly above the 

median as of January 25th

● Dismal precipitation
○ Darkest brown/black color in lower right image 

shows where no precipitation has fallen yet in 
January

● Tahoe City currently at 3rd lowest January 

precipitation (since 1909)

● Will there be any precipitation at all at the Reno 

climate station for January?
○ Unlikely…less than a 10% chance for very light 

precipitation on the 31st
○ Since 1893, there has never been a January with zero 

precipitation at Reno (there was a trace in 1966)!
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ZERO 
PRECIPITATION

Source for precipitation anomaly image: https://climatetoolbox.org

https://climatetoolbox.org


Outlook (Highlights)

Nothing Major/Unusual To Note Of Some Interest Major InterestColor Key

Through February 9 Mid-Late February Feb-Mar-Apr

Precipitation Below normal
Starting below normal, 

possibly trending to normal 
near end of month

No signals for above/below (i.e. 
who knows!) 

Temperatures Leaning below Leaning below
No signals for above/below (i.e. 

who knows!)

Snowpack? Falling to near or slightly below median Below median
No signals but likely starting 

below median so will have 
work to do to make up deficit!

El Niño/
La Niña Late January: borderline weak to low-end moderate La Niña.

Weakening La Niña (trending 
towards neutral)
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Outlook (Feb-Mar-Apr 2022)
● Climate Prediction Center 

outlook based largely on 

outcomes typical with La Niña

● As seen in slide 8, no favored 

outcomes for the Sierra or 

western NV

● Very slight leaning to below 

normal temperatures far 

northeast CA
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Map source: https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov
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Notable Events: January 15, 2022 in Tonga
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The powerful eruption of the undersea volcano Hunga 
Tonga-Hunga Ha'apai produced an atmospheric shockwave 
that crossed the entire globe, with a tsunami reaching 1 to 4 
feet above sea level along the West Coast. The ash cloud 
reached as high as 100,000 feet (well into the stratosphere).

The thin lighter line with the shockwave, moving east at 
around 800 mph, can be seen in the water vapor satellite 
image (highlighted by red arrows) and linked video to the 
right. The shockwave was recorded all over the world, 
including in Reno (pressure trace inset right)!

Tonga Shockwave Video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s7dl81iSnms5_SgJE7ToKZ-YbZiXlomW/view?usp=sharing

